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Sexual Reality marks Susie Bright's return to politics and passion, jealousy and risk - in an
intimate look at the human sexual condition. Chapters include: "The Story of O Birthday Party",
"Strip Tea: A Most Unusual Tea Party", "Undressing Camille Paglia", "Egg Sex: Pregnancy and a
Mother's Sex Life", "Blindsexual: What Every Bisexual Needs to Know", and "When 'No' Means 'I
Didn't Know It Would Be Like This'". Erica Jong says: "Susie Bright is the genuine article; she
proves the point that the muse screws, that all creativity is sexual, and that the juiciest people
write the most delectable books."

'Nancy Beiman has done an excellent job explaining the story development and boarding
process, and I am certain this book will be a useful tool to all animation students and
schools.'Brian P. McEntee, Art Director 'Beauty and the Beast' and Production Designer 'Ice
Age''No one knows more about designing characters and creating story for animation than
Nancy Beiman. Lavishly illustrated and expertly written, she draws on all her experience as a
teacher, an artist and an animation industry veteran. A must-have for anyone who wants to make
an animated film.'Jerry Beck, Animation Historian, www.cartoonbrew.com'In the library of motion
picture how/to books, one topic that has not been adequately explained is the art of
storyboarding. Internationally known animator Nancy Beiman draws upon her experience to
create for the first time a definitive manual for the art. Lavishly illustrated and highly readable, it is
essential reading for anyone serious about learning how to create stories, characters and
storyboards for film.'Tom Sito, animator, author of Drawing the Line: The Untold Story of the
Animation Unions from Bosko to Bart Simpson.'At long last we have a comprehensive new book
covering the not always fully-understood areas of the animated film production processes of
story and character development, and their care and feeding. Nancy Beiman, a seasoned
Producer, Writer, Teacher, Story Artist, and former Disney Animator who has worked all over the
globe, has authored a book which I predict will become a textbook in animation programs
everywhere.'Bill MatthewsAnimation Professor'Nancy Beiman knows that storyboards are about
more than continuity and cutting; they're about character and conflict. A good storyboard has the
power to make things as elusive as thoughts and emotions tangible for audiences. Prepare To
Board fulfills the promise of its title by supplying readers with solid advice and illustrated
examples that will help them make successful animated films.'Mark Mayerson, Professor of
Animation, Sheridan College'Nancy Beiman has written an excellent book onanimation...Beiman
is a natural for writing about storyboarding.'AWN.com"The author has a breezy, anecdote-
packed style that makes reading about the craft a real pleasure. Beiman, who teaches animation
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, is the kind of guiding force you wish you could have by
your side at all times. Reading her book is the next best thing. -Ramin Zahed, Animation



MagazineAbout the AuthorCurrently teaching animation and character design at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, Nancy has worked for nearly thirty years as a supervising animator,
director, character designer, and storyboard artist. A graduate of the Character Animation
Program at the California Institute of the Arts, Nancy worked in development and as a
supervising animator on several Disney features including A Goofy Movie, Hercules and
Treasure Planet. She was nominated for an Annie award in 2000 for storyboarding Little Angelita
for Disney and won a Cine Golden Eagle in 1984 for her personal film Your Feets' Too Big.
Nancy is a member of the National Cartoonists Society and the Australian Black and White
Cartoonists Club. In recent years she has illustrated two children's books, Duffy and the Invisible
Crocodile and Basil Bigboots the Pirate for Australian writer Patricia Bernard in 2004, and taught
at the Savannah College of Art And Design.
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Steven, “A Sexual Reality Read. First of all, the reason I did not give this book the full five stars
has everything to do with the formatting and nothing at all to do with the words in the book. I am
growing to hate books which do not allow you to flip from chapter to chapter. This is one of those
books. It would be so much better if it did not lack this feature.That aside, when I saw this book
go on sale, I'm not really sure what caught my attention. I love some erotic literature. But I hate
most of it. Most of it is so dull and unimaginative. When I saw the description for this one, it
called out to me some how. It said, "I'm about eroticism, with a touch the erotic" or, better yet, a
glimpse into a different mind than my own when it comes to that hidden world which stays in
most people's closets, including mine.This book is really a mixture of personal anecdotes and
essays. Some look like they were extracted from a diary, while others seem like they were written
for a magazine, and still others as a casual essay. I like this eclectic mix of thoughts and real
life.Susie Bright seems to have been one of the few articulate people to really want to explore
her sexuality in a candid yet academic way. I really appreciate what she did and the journey she
took. She could almost be my alter-ego in that inner sense, that self honesty thing I mean
despite the fact that I am a heterosexual male.In any case, reading this book was a lot of fun and
enjoyable. I think it has a reasonable price... but please, would someone show these writers how
to format these books for Kindle?!”

Crispy, “How much has changed, and how much remains the same.... "To be blunt, women
hungry for sexy masculinity find men either unattractive workaholics or pathetic apologists for
the male condition."This excerpt from Susie Bright's essay "A Good Butch is Hard To Find" could
easily be taken as an attack on men, but to the enlightened reader it's a shiny nugget in another
fascinating work by the inimitable Susie Bright. In this collection, which is celebrating twenty
years of being in print, Susie presents an eclectic mix of essays gleaned from various personal
and professional happenings in her life. From a unexpected turn of events on her thirtieth
birthday party; to a tea party with submissive male servers; to a fascinating interview with
dissident feminist Camille Paglia, Susie Bright covers all of the bases (and most of the outfield
and bleachers) in her analysis of modern sexuality.One interesting essay from the 90's has
Susie delving into the then-cutting-edge world of virtual reality, and it's fascinating to see how
optimistic and starry-eyed we were at the advent of such potentially life-altering technology.
However, twenty years later, it's interesting to note how little we've advanced in this area; despite
our enthusiasm for progress we're really still in the early stages of exploration.It's that essay,
ironically, that provides an interesting context and commentary on the state of sexuality in 2012.
The struggles, conflicts, and issues that existed 20 years ago are still prevalent in society;
despite the optimism of the early 90's, we're still engaged in the same battles in terms of
acceptance, fairness, and definition of social sexual norms. It's easy to become despondent
and think that nothing is ever going to change; but instead I see that we've chosen our battles



appropriately, and perseverance eventually wears down even the most resolute enemy.Bottom
line? A must-have for any Susie Bright fan, and a thought-provoking read for anyone brave
enough to question the sexual reality that surrounds us all.”

Sumo RunnerUp, “She still has the answers. "Why is that?" "How do you do it?" "Why do you do
it?" "Is anyone else questioning these things?"I remember thinking these things in my 20s. I
could not get enough information in the library or bookstore, the questions or answers outside of
math and science were pasteurized, and I wanted to understand the reasons, the mechanics,
the connections between actions, ideas, ideologies, and imagination -- and why they could be
so conflicted.Susie Bright, whose earlier books I'd read as feminist manifestos for myself, had
the ability to weave the connections I was looking for: observe people, explain experiences,
describe motivations -- the reasoning was clear for something as complex as human sexuality
and non-stop search for intimacy/sex while using excellent storytelling techniques to titillate me,
the reader -- and also to make me laugh.It's been 20 years since I bought the book, and I've had
the opportunity to participate in different areas of software and hardware including Virtual Reality
(in fact, in late 1992, I did an internship working with a virtual reality glove in the medical field).
Some of the greatest advances in technology have been due to porn sites; we are not where
Susie envisioned us in "The Virtual Orgasm". We are still trying to get there. She was, and is,
ahead of her time.Getting to re-read the book in e-book form, and getting to read the new
introduction, was a pleasure. We have come a long way, baby.”

Goddess, “another gem from Susie Bright. If you think about sex, sexuality, porn, feminism, or
talking to kids about sex you will love any of Susie Bright's books and especially this one. She
untangles complicated issues with ease and just the right amount of playfulness, sensitivity, and
humor.”

The book by Samuel Applebaum has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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